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For over twenty years, the DEMO conference has been a launch 
WHK�MVY�Z[HY[\WZ�OVWPUN�[V�ÄUK�PU]LZ[VYZ�HUK�NHPU�[YHJ[PVU�PU�
the tech community. Produced by IDG along with VentureBeat, 
DEMO’s home base is in Santa Clara, California. Startups, venture 
capitalists, angel investors and tech media outlets come together 
during the conference to spot trends, forge business deals and 
celebrate what the conference organizers call “disruptive, life-
changing technology.”

Even if you haven’t heard of DEMO, 
you’ll likely recognize some of these 
DEMO alumni as household names: 
Adobe Acrobat, Salesforce, VM-
ware and WebEx. Grand Central was 
launched at DEMO before it was ac-
quired by Google and became Google 
Voice.

Startups presenting at DEMO are 
divided into two categories: launches 
and alpha pitches. A more established 
startup announcing the launch of its 
product at DEMO has six minutes to 
give a live demonstration (hence the title 
DEMO), whereas an alpha pitch from an 
emerging startup is only allotted ninety 
seconds. The pressure of performing 
under the spotlight in front of a room full 
of investors and media has been known 
to rattle people. It’s not uncommon 
MVY�HU�HSWOH�WP[JO�VY�SH\UJO�[V�NV�VɈ�
the rails as someone blanks out in the 
middle of their presentation. Those who 
seize the moment, however, can look 
forward to business opportunities and 
glowing reviews in the press.

The DEMO conference has been expanding beyond U.S. shores 
in recent years, with outposts in China and Brazil already well 
LZ[HISPZOLK��;OL�]LY`�ÄYZ[�+,46�(MYPJH�PZ�ZSH[LK�MVY�5HPYVIP�[OPZ�
fall. In another part of the world, the inaugural DEMO Asia confer-
ence was held in Singapore from February 29 through March 2 
of this year. It featured forty-four launches and thirty-two alpha 
pitches from startups representing fourteen countries including 

Mongolia, Korea, Japan, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Philippines, 
Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore, Indonesia, Canada, Australia, and 
5L^�ALHSHUK�

Singapore, known for its entrepreneur-friendly business environ-
ment, was pleased to showcase local ventures and serve as a 
regional hub for Asian innovation. I had the opportunity to attend 
the DEMO Asia conference and while I’m not sure I saw innova-
tions that I would characterize as disruptive or life-changing just 

`L[��0»SS�PU[YVK\JL�Ä]L�Z[HY[\WZ�^OVZL�
ideas shone particularly brightly over 
the course of the event.

Hailing from Brunei, MeSixty debuted 
its Chatworthy app for iPad. Acknowl-
edging the fact that these days many 
of us are on multiple social networks at 
once, sifting vainly through our feeds 
in search of content that might be 
relevant to us, Chatworthy attempts to 
solve that problem by using geotag-
ging information to pick out content 
our friends have shared about a certain 
location, say Manhattan or Paris, that 
may interest us. Even better, should 
`V\�ÄUK�H�WVZ[�VM�PU[LYLZ[�*OH[^VY[O`�
will let you respond to your friend from 
within the app regardless of the site 
from which it originated. Chatworthy 
was just released via the App Store last 
month, and it currently only supports 
Instagram. Integration with Twitter, 
Facebook, Flickr and Foursquare is on 
[OL�^H �̀�*OH[^VY[O`»Z�SVJH[PVU�ZWLJPÄJ�
focus has intriguing applications for 

tourism and, accordingly, MeSixty is developing a special tourism 
app for the government of Brunei.

Aftership, based out of Hong Kong, tackles the vexing problem of 
JVVYKPUH[PUN�ZOPWWPUN�UV[PÄJH[PVUZ�MVY�VUSPUL�W\YJOHZLZ��(M[LY-
ship links up with a business’s storefront at eBay, Amazon or 
LSZL^OLYL�HUK�WYVHJ[P]LS`�UV[PÄLZ�J\Z[VTLYZ�]PH�LTHPS�VY�:4:�
as their purchase is shipped, sent out for delivery, and so on. 
Simplicity is key: no one has to fumble around with a shipping 
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number. Aftership 
provides the ven-
dor with a dash-
board of current 
shipments across 
all major couriers 
such as UPS, Fe-
dEx, USPS, DHL 
and over forty 
others. A free 
Aftership app is 
even available for 
anyone wishing to 
link up their email 
account so that 
even if the vendor 
in question isn’t 
using Aftership, 
the app can still 
pull out tracking 
numbers from 
incoming emails 

HUK�WVW�\W�UV[PÄJH[PVUZ�HZ�[OL`�HYYP]L�

Singapore’s own Burpple is an iPhone app, also released last 
month, which styles itself as a social food journal. Catering to 
avid gourmands and home cooks who love snapping and sharing 
photos of their latest gastronomic discoveries, Burpple sports a 
bit of a Pinterest feel in that it encourages you to post your food 
photo to a board such as “Self-cooked” or “Must Try” and allows 
others to repost (or “reburp”) your photo to their followers. You 
can cross-post to Facebook and Twitter from within the app. If 
you’re on the hunt for sushi recommendations, for example, you 
JHU�ZLHYJO�)\YWWSL�[V�ÄUK�^OV»Z�YLJLU[S`�LUQV`LK�ZVTL�L_JLW-
tional nigiri.

Coworkify, from Japan, taps into the growing coworking phenom-
LUVU��*V^VYRPUN�ZWHJLZ�VɈLY�MYLLSHUJLYZ��PUKLWLUKLU[�JVU-
tractors and small teams the opportunity to work alongside one 
another and collaborate on projects. Coworkify’s Facebook app 
and companion iPhone app aim to link the nearly one thousand 
co-working spaces in the world, making it possible for an iPhone 
KL]LSVWLY�PU�;VR`V�[V�ÄUK�H�\ZLY�PU[LYMHJL��<0��KLZPNULY�IHZLK�
in San Francisco. Coworkify allows users to reserve coworking 
spaces as well as to post “Wills” and “Wants” – that is, tasks that 
they are willing to do or would like someone to do for a small fee.

Sofshell gets the nod for the most attention-grabbing launch at 
DEMO Asia. The Singapore-based startup treated attendees to a 
hilarious six-minute demonstration of its shock absorbent padding 
in action, warning the audience to “Never try this at home!” as 
:VMZOLSS�Z[HɈLYZ�O\YSLK�H�Z[LLS�YVK�PU[V�H�^H[LYTLSVU�HUK�L]LU�
plunked a twelve -pound bowling ball onto an iPhone. True to Sof-
shell’s claims, both the watermelon and the iPhone were left with-
out a scratch thanks to the curiously strong protective padding.  

As with the other startups from DEMO Asia’s class of 2012, many 
of these Asian innovators have set their sights far beyond the re-
gion, with aspirations toward global adoption of their products. If 
this year’s conference is any indicator, we’re likely to see a grow-
PUN�Z[YLHT�VM�JYLH[P]L�PKLHZ�ÅV^PUN�MYVT�[OPZ�JVYULY�VM�[OL�^VYSK���
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